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I. INTRODUCTION
N RECENT years, swath bathymetric sidescan sonar I systems have been used efficiently in seafloor profiling.
The principle of operation is based on determination of the acoustic angle of an echo from the seabed by measurement of the electrical phase difference produced by the echo received at two rows of transducer arrays. Knowing the acoustic angle and the slant range, or time of arrival of seafloor echoes at the arrays, one can simply calculate the depth and the horizontal distance of the seabed reflector. The SeaMARC I1 (Sea Mapping and Remote Characterization) system, operated by the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics, is a seafloor mapping system that works on this phase measurement principle [l] , [21. A common problem with all the phase measuring sidescan sonar systems, including SeaMARC 11, is that their phase measurements are dispersed by noise and interferences. The main sources of interference are multiple reflections on the ocean surface and bottom, as well as interferences due to multiple targets on the bottom at the same range. A theoretical noise estimation method and details about the sources of interference are discussed in [l] . The first step in bathymetry processing is to estimate the correct phase difference from the measured phase data. To this end various statistical methods, such as mean angle and mean time methods and histogram approaches, have already been applied and tested [ll, [21. In the mean angle approach, the uniform mean of the phase difference over fixed time intervals is obtained, so that small sample groups of data are represented instead of all the instantaneous phase differences. In the mean time approach the uniform mean of time samples is taken over fixed angle intervals. The histogram method consists in binning the differential phase data in a 2-d histogram of phase versus time and selecting a modal time for every angle bin, or alternatively, a modal angle for every time bin.
Results of the histogram method show that the phase sample distributions in time or in angle are not symmetric [l] . The asymmetry in the distribution in time is caused by the fact that as the travel time increases the spread of the differential phase data increases due to progressively higher transmission loss and lower signal to noise ratio (SNR). The asymmetry in the phase sample distribution in angle, although not as significant as for time, is well explained by the 27r ambiguity in differential phase measurements [3] . Thus, in both cases the mean value does not follow the mode of the histogram and hence the mean is biased. As a result, uniform mean estimation methods of phase are not accurate and the histogram methods have been preferred over the mean methods.
The drawbacks of the histogram method are a more cumbersome processing compared to the mean methods, and ambiguities introduced by modal points having the same time for different angle bins, or the same angle for different time bins. Note that ambiguities resulting form echoes arriving at the same time from different directions are inherent to the sidescan geometry. Likewise, this geometry requires that phase angles vary monotonically with increasing time. For simple 2-row systems, such ambiguities cannot be resolved regardless of the phase processing method. However, ambiguities arising from noisy phase values have the same deleterious effect in a his- 0364-9059/92$03.00 @ 1992 IEEE togram processing because all the values have the same weight.
In this paper we introduce a different approach which works with the full complex received signal, that has been base-banded and quadrature sampled, with subsequent application of a maximum likelihood estimator to obtain the phase difference. The corresponding theory is briefly reviewed in Section 11, and its application to SeaMARC I1 data is presented in Section 111. An analytical model and computer simulation for the SeaMARC I1 System is performed in Section IV to make the study and analysis of the system more flexible and easier. This model is then used to study the effect of the transmitted signal frequency bandwidth, filter length, and noise level on the estimation uncertainty results.
THEORY OF OPERATION A. Sample Recording
The principle of operation of a swath bathymetry sidescan sonar is illustrated in Fig. 1 where one side of the system is represented. The system must have at least two rows of transducers (e.g., A and B in Fig.1 ) whose acoustic centers are a distance d apart. Typically, one or both of these rows are used to transmit a gated pulse of the carrier frequency over a single fan beam whose maximum response axis has been oriented to provide as much coverage on the seafloor as possible. For a pulse To s long, the transmitted signal taken a distance r from the array has the form r r when-< t < -+To elsewhere E(t)cos(w,t + k r ) ,
where E ( t ) is the amplitude, w, is the carrier angular velocity, k = 2v/A is the wave number ( h being the acoustic wavelength), r = ct is the one-way slant range, and c is the sound velocity in water. The initial phase is arbitrarily set to zero.
The backscattered bottom echoes are received independently by each row, so that it is possible to measure the electrical phase difference of the signals received at row A versus those received at row B. The signal received at row A from a single scatterer, S,,(t) has a form similar to (11, with magnitudes M,(t) and phases +&I:
) with +A( t ) = kr,.
Likewise, the signal received at row B from a single scatterer, S,,(t) is S,,( t ) = MB( t ) cos ( w,t + + ,
rA and r, are the instantaneous round trip slant ranges to rows A and B for a given reflector on the seafloor. As expected, the phase difference A+(t> = +,(t> -+,(t) is simply related to the distance traveled by the backscat- tered wave front from one row to the other. From the geometry of Fig. 1 , the relationship between this phase difference and the angle of arrival 8 of the backscattered signal is then
8, is the array mounting angle and 8 is the angle of arrival of the echo with respect to vertical down. Given that phase can only be measured to 2 r , (4) indicates that A + ( t ) and 8 are unambiguously related provided d I A/2. This equation represents the ideal case: perfect beam patterns, single scatterers, coherent signals, no noise. In practice, the scattered signal is the summation of many elementary signals produced from single stochastic scatterers distributed in the ocean volume or on the seafloor. System noise is also added to the signal at the receiver. Thus, the received signal is a stochastic noisy process and the phase difference measurement is affected by noise and interferences, and one must resort to an estimation process. If the stochastic process is narrow-band, it can be represented by (2) and (3), M ( t ) and +(t) being the envelope and the phase of the process, and w, the central frequency of its spectrum. In addition, the continuous representations given in (1)-(4) need to be considered in a discrete sense as one usually deals with digitized samples of these functions.
Assuming a quadrature receiver as shown in Fig. 2 , the base-banded output of the digitizer consists of the quadrature components of the signal, e.g. for row A 
and
The phase difference A+(n) is therefore easily computed from the individual phases:
QA(n) = MA(n) sin +A(n).
Although this approach is straightforward, the noisy nature of the data makes it difficult to derive reliable differential phase estimates from (7) [ll, [21.
B. Differential Phase Computation and Smoothing Process
Here, instead of only looking at the phase term, our approach deals with the complete signal. To this end, the signal sequences S(n) are expressed in complex notation for analytical convenience. We have for row A Likewise, for row B,
The real parts of (8) and (9) correspond to the in-phase (e.g., (5)) components of the signal and the imaginary parts to the quadrature components (e.g., (6)).
Multiplying (8) by the complex conjugate of (9) yields &n) is a vector in the Fresnel plane and represents a complex stochastic sequence whose phase, A +(n) = -+B(n), is the phase difference between the two rows, and whose magnitude, M ( n ) = MA(n)MB(n), is the product of the magnitudes of each row. Now we use a simple ?east square distance estimator to obtain an estimate P , over L samples of :he complex process. In other words, we need to find P so that the following cost function is minimum. This kind of estimate is also a maximum likelihood estimate, because: Process (10) at each time sample represents a complex number whose real and imaginary parts are sums of the combination products of the in-phase and quadrature samples of the signal and band-limited noise terms from arrays A and B [4]. Since the original noise that enters the quadrature receiver is a Gaussian noise due to ambient and sea reverberation, then for large SNR, we may ignore the noise-noise cross-product terms 141 and consider the noise terms in (10) as Gaussian zero mean noise. Thus the real and imaginary parts of (10) at each time sample are the corresponding original samples plus a zero mean Gaussian noise. On the other hand, since the seafloor slope changes are not very fast, we can consider the original data samples to be highly correlated within small time bins. Knowing these two facts, we can use a maximum likelihood estimator to estimate the real and imaginary parts of the data produced by processor (10) within each time bin containing L samples. At this condition, the maximum likelihood estimate is the average of the corresponding measured data over the L samples [61. The result of this average is the same as (13). Thus, (13) is a maximum likelihood estimate of L complex samples. Now, the estimated phase difference is the phase of 4:
SA( n )
where Re{.) and Im{.) are the real and imaginary parts of {-}. Equation (14) is an estimate of the phase of a complex sample whose real and imaginary parts are respectively the weighted mean of L samples of the real and imaginary parts of the complex sequence (10). This phase difference estimation has the advantage of requiring only one tan-' operation for every L samples, as opposed to one per sample as in (7). This prevents the injection of undesired phase differences due to the periodicity of the tan operation at + T and -T .
The weighted mean processes in (14) are low-pass FIR filters with coefficients W 2 ( n ) , acting on L samples of the real and imaginary parts of the complex sequence S,(n>S,*(n).
C. Estimation Uncertainty
We use the variance of the distance to obtain an uncertainty figure for the phase difference estimation. From (lo), (12), and (13) With this configuration the estimation uncertainty, E, can be obtained via Fig. 3 (b) as:
4: w2
In practice the above estimation uncertainty is computed for the estimated phase difference sequence of a given ping, and the results are plotted versus sampling time for port and starboard sides.
APPLICATION TO SEAMARC 11 DATA A. System Characteristics
The processing scheme outlined in Section I1 is applied to data recorded in the Norwegian-Greenland Sea in the Fall of 1990 with the SeaMARC I1 sonar system [51. This is a long range swath bathymetric and imaging sonar designed to operate in a shallow tow mode (typically 100 m below the surface) from ships of opportunity. Detailed descriptions of this sonar system are found in the literature [l], [2], so we only address the features relevant to the topic of this paper. The acoustic arrays consist of two rows of transducers per side. The arrays transmit a 1-2-ms pulse of 11 kHz on port and 12 kHz on starboard. For each side. both rows receive the bottom backscattered echoes. The corresponding signals are base-banded, lowpass filtered with a hardware filter whose nominal passband is 700 Hz, and digitized at 4 kHz per channel. These data are then processed by a real-time computer, according to the histogram method of phase processing mentioned above, and then converted to bathymetry for display on a printer. For the work described here, a special data acquisition system was set up to record the corresponding eight channels (2 pairs of quadrature components per side) on 9-track magnetic tapes for further processing. Keying on the transmit pulse, recording was set to start after a preset delay to account for the time it takes sound to travel to the bottom and back, and lasted 5-6 s, at which time a new transmit cycle was enabled.
The recorded data for a flat bottom region is processed by (101, and the phase difference, A+(n), and magnitude products, M(n), are plotted for port and starboard sides in Fig. 4 . The transmitted pulse in this example is 2 ms. Similar plots are shown in Fig. 5 for another region that is not necessarily flat, and that is insonified with 1-ms pulse. The phase difference estimation starts after the first arrival samde and continues until the last samde. 
The SeaMARC I1 system has several sources of noise and interferences that have been documented by Blackinton 121. Two main sources of interference, inherent to almost all sidescan sonar systems, are the surface and bottom multiples. The surface multiple interference is due to the reflection of acoustic waves from the bottom to the surface and then to the towfish, or the opposite paths via the surface to the bottom and then to the towfish. The bottom multiple interference is caused by reflections from the bottom to the surface, back to the bottom and then received at the towfish. These interferences cause a rapid change in phase and magnitude of the recorded data at their starting point and spread out along the rest of the samples. In Fig. 4 , the bottom multiple interference is clearly visible in the phase difference and magnitude plots, just before sample 14000. In this example, the interference is so strong that the data cannot be recovered after the interference. Consequently, we truncate the process at the onset of the bottom multiple interference.
Before proceeding with the filtering process, we check the frequency content of the received signal for each row of the transducer array. Results of complex FFT processing applied to the data are shown in Fig. 6 , for 1-ms and 2-ms transmit pulses. F W s are obtained on 1024 rectangular windowed samples (about 250 ms) of the complex data for both port and starboard arrays A.
The power spectra exhibit the expected sinc function pattern for a rectangular pulse, as modified by the 700-Hz passband of the analog receiver filter. The first nulls appear at about 500 Hz for the 2-ms pulse and about 1 kHz for the 1-ms pulse. However, in both cases, the spectra show a strong assymetry, with larger sidelobes on the right of the port spectra and on the left of the starboard spectra, indicating frequency leakage, or crosstalk, between the two sides whose center frequencies are only 1 kHz apart. This crosstalk effect is emphasized in Fig. 7 with data collected while the transmitters were turned alternately on and off. In Fig. 7(a) , with both sides transmitting a 2-ms pulse, the voltage spectrum of the echoes received on port array A shows the same assymetry as above.
Transmitting with the port side only, results in a symmetric spectrum as seen in Fig. 7(b) . Finally, transmitting with the starboard side only yields a spectrum of the echoes received on port as seen in Fig. 7(c) . Here, only crosstalk is observed and its amplitude at 1 kHz is only about 14 dB below the normal echo. Such in-band crosstalk would degrade the phase characteristics of a weak echo, especially when the seafloor on the opposite side is strongly reflective. Transmission of pulses 2 ms or longer would improve the phase measurement by narrowing the signal bandwidth, as would a better low-pass filter or a wider spacing between the port and starboard center frequencies. In a new system, called HAWAII MR1, which operates in place of the SeaMARC I1 system lost at sea in February 1991, the same 1-kHz spacing between port and starboard has been retained to make use of existing components and speed up the new construction. However, a new all-digital signal processor makes it possible to implement a low-pass filter matched to the pulse width so as to reduce out-of-band interferences substantially. Here again, pulses shorter than 2 ms are almost never used.
B. Differential Phase Estimation
Next, we use the estimators (13) and (14) to extract the differential phase and the magnitude of bottom echoes. An FIR filter is used as the moving mean processor. The solid lines in Fig. 4 show the phase and magnitude estimated by (13), for a filter length of L = 400 samples (100 ms), using 2-ms pulse data, without prefiltering. As the filter length increases the filter frequency bandwidth decreases, yielding a smoother output. On the other hand, Fig. 7 . Spectra of seafloor complex echoes received at row A on port, from a 2-ms pulse transmitted from: (Fig. 7(a) ) port and starboard simultaneously, (Fig. 7(b) ) port only, and (Fig. 7(c) ) starboard only.
increase in filter length causes loss in resolution and vice versa. Thus, it is a trade-off between smoothness and resolution, and one should take into account both factors in selecting the appropriate filter length. To evaluate this, a computer simulation is performed in Section IV. Here, the filter length is determined empirically by comparing the filter output with a reference data set obtained through ping stacking: the procedure will be explained in Section III.C, below. Then the estimation uncertainty for this filter length is obtained from (21) and the corresponding uncertainty in bearing angle can be computed for a flat bottom region. The uncertainty in bearing angle determines the resolution of the estimation process and it must be close to the theoretical resolution of the system, which is a function of the transmitted pulse length.
Figs. 8 and 9 show the estimation uncertainty for port and starboard. The large uncertainty values at the beginning are due to the transient effect. At the end they are due to the bottom multiple effect, which will be discussed later. The mean uncertainty in phase difference for the values in the middle range are 0.35 rad for port and 0.23 rad for starboard. The corresponding uncertainty in acoustic angle is found from the theoretical transfer func- tion (4) and is 6.5" for port and 4.0" for starboard. In practice (4) is not used as a transfer function between phase difference and acoustic angle, and an empirical table is used instead [l], [2] . Hence, the actual value of the estimation uncertainty in acoustic angle will be slightly different.
Given the smooth character of the estimated phase difference, only a subset of the original samples are needed to characterize it. To this end, the data are decimated to 128 samples through a median filter. Fig.  M a ) shows the decimated versions of the phase difference data (Fig. (4) ). The above decimation is done between the first arrival and the bottom multiple samples. For comparison, Fig. 1Nb) shows the results obtained on the same data set with the histogram procedure currently used in the SeaMARC I1 System. In this method, the phase difference Ac#J(n> is binned in equi-spaced angles (2.8") and the peak point of the histogram is selected as a modal time for every individual angle bin. Several instances of identical modal times for different angle bins are evident in Fig. 10(b) . A modal angle picking algorithm would give slightly better results, but angle bins would be multivalued in time. These ambiguities require further processing to avoid artifacts in the corresponding bathymetry. This problem does not exist in Fig. 10 (a>. However, the smoothness of the phase curve resulting from filtering with a 100-ms FIR filter should not be compared to the output of the histogram method in which bins are only 23 ms wide.
C. Evaluation of the Estimator
In the following we consider data recorded when the sonar transmitted a 2-ms pulse, and compare the performance of the above estimation process with the uniform mean approach, which is known to be biased [ll, [3] . According to estimation theory, an eflcient estimator is one that is unbiased and has minimum variance [6] . The bias of the estimator is the expected value of the difference between the estimate of the parameter and its original value. The variance is the mean square error of the biased estimation. Thus, for this comparison we need a reference phase difference sequence that can be assumed to be the original value of the phase difference. Such a reference sequence was obtained, independently of the above procedure, by stacking and averaging each complex time sample for 115 contiguous pings recorded over a flat bottom region. As the area is flat, it is assumed that all the pings carry essentially the same bottom backscatter information with some noise. It is also reasonable to assume that the noise in each individual ping is a combination of ambient noise plus sea surface reverberation, that can be treated as independent zero mean Gaussian processes [4] . The uncorrelated noise sequences in different pings are cancelled significantly through this ping stacking process, and the resultant data are almost equivalent to a single "clean" data sequence. This estimate, which is equivalent to the maximum-likelihood estimate of the data, is unbiased, and its expected value must be equal to the original data sequence [6] . Results of the corresponding average phase differences for 115 pings with median filter decimation are illustrated in Fig. 11 . To obtain an expected value of the stacked data closer to the original data would require more data recorded in the same fashion over the same area. For lack of such luxury, data in Fig. ll(a) is, though it is somewhat noisy, because we know further filtering would potentially distort the "original" data characteristics. Using this reference as the original data, we check the bias and variance of the maximum likelihood and uniform mean estimators. The bias is computed as follows: First, the differential phase is estimated either through the maximum likelihood estimation or the uniform mean for every individual ping; then, the expected value of this estimate is obtained by taking the mean over 115 pings. and eventually subtracting it from the original phase data (Fig. ll(a) ) to yield the bias. Results of this algorithm are shown in Fig. 12(a) for the maximum likelihood estimate and 12(b) for the uniform mean. In graphical form, the amount of bias for any sample is represented by its deviation from the origin. The bias results in Fig. 12 indicate clearly that the maximum likelihood estimator has less bias than the uniform mean estimator, for both port and starboard sides. Deviations are larger in Fig. 12 (b) than in Fig. 12(a) , especially at the beginning and the end samples. The bias in these regions is mostly due to phase wrapping, which predominates at angles close to 7~ and -7~ radians.
The other measure of performance of the estimator is the variance of the estimated phase difference with respect to the original phase difference data. We obtain the square of the error between the estimated value and the original value of the phase difference data for each individual ping, and find the mean of these values over 115 pings. The results from these computations are illustrated in Fig. 13(a) , for the maximum likelihood estimate, and 13(b) for the uniform mean method. These figures also show that the corresponding variances for the maximum likelihood estimate are less than that of the uniform mean approach, which show the superiority of the maximum likelihood estimate over the other method. The large variance at the beginning and the end are due to the surface and bottom multiple interferences that cannot be treated by either method, although the above figures show that the maximum likelihood performance is better than the uniform mean for these interferences. Thus we conclude that the maximum likelihood estimator shows better performance in estimating the phase difference.
IV. SEAMARC I1 ANALYTICAL MODEL AND COMPUTER SIMULATION So far we have been processing data recorded with SeaMARC 11, and we have been limited to the parameters that have been set under the experimental environment. Here, we present an analytical model and computer simulation for the SeaMARC I1 system in order to have more flexibility in choosing the experimental parameters. This simulation also makes the processing and analysis of the data more reliable, controllable, and easier.
The model generates quadrature samples for arrays A and B on either side for a flat bottom case. The analytical model is constructed on the basis of the reverberation process and its statistical characteristics that have already been established and addressed in the literature.
The reverberation process is considered as a quasiharmonic stochastic function which is given by (2) and (3) for rows A and B, respectively. We consider the following characteristics of the reverberation process in our model and simulation [7] .
i) The quadrature components of a normal reverberation process are normal distribution processes with zero mean, and variances equal to the variance of the reverberation process. ii) The quadrature components are uncorrelated and statistically independent. iii) If S,(t) is a stationary process, the phase c#&) has uniform distribution in the interval (0,27r). iv) The envelope of the reverberation process, M(t), has a generalized Rayleigh distribution or Rice distribution. v) The statistical spectrum of reverberation in the transmission of determinate-type signals (e.g., a gated pulse) is proportional to the square of their amplitude spectrum (e.g., a sinc function).
The model of the quadrature samples must contain all the above reverberation characteristics as well as the characteristics of the system, in both the time and frequency domains. In the time domain, the quadrature components of array A are formed according to (5) and (6), with randomly distributed in the interval in order to satisfy the conditions i) through iv) above. The spectral characteristics of the signal are obtained by convolving these quadrature components with a window function whose length is equal to the transmitted pulse length. This insures that condition v) above is satisfied because for stochastic processes in a linear system with transfer function magnitude IH(w)l, the spectral density of the output, S y y ( w ) , and the input, S,,(w), are related by
The components of array B are then formed in a similar fashion with magnitude from Gaussian processes M3 and M4 : Uncorrelated band-limited, zero mean noise processes with variance a . are also added to the quadrature component IB and Q, to simulate ambient noise contributions.
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This model is meant to verify the signal processing scheme employed here. It does not address the physical parameters related to propagation of sound waves in the water column or their interactions with the bottom. Only the geometry of the bottom is taken into account. Here we have simulated a flat horizontal plane at about 2400 m depth. Fig. 14 shows the model raw phase difference, the histogram of the magnitude, the estimated phase difference, and the spectrum for a 2-ms pulse length. In this process we have considered U = lo00 and U,, = 400. We obsexve that all the simulation results compare quite closely to the corresponding real data results. The shape of the power spectrum reflects the ideal rectangular nature of the window used to simulate the transmitted pulse.
It does not include the taper characteristic of a real transmitted pulse, nor the "smoothing and smearing" effects resulting from the 700-Hz low-pass hardware filter found in the SeaMARC I1 receivers. The corresponding estimation uncertainties for 50-ms, lOO-ms, and 200-ms filter lengths (200,400, and 800 points, respectively) are in Fig. 15 . Results for a 1-ms pulse are shown in Fig. 16 .
These plots indicate that the estimation uncertainty is always lower for a 2-ms pulse. This can be explained by the fact that the narrower bandwidth signal carries less noise power with the quadrature samples. Moreover, the estimation uncertainty analysis is based on a pure tone assumption for the backscatter signal, so that the narrower the bandwidth, the more accurate is the estimation uncertainty, i.e., smaller E.
Comparing the estimation uncertainty results for different filter lengths, in Figs. 15 and 16, we observe that the initial mean value increases with the filter length whereas the variance decreases. This shows that filter lengths must be small at the beginning of the sequence and large at the end. In the work described above using actual SeaMARC I1 data, we compromise by choosing an intermediate value for the filter length and keeping it constant through the entire sequence.
IV. CONCLUSION A processing scheme based on the maximum likelihood (least square distance) approach has been introduced to estimate the phase difference of noisy seafloor echoes received by pairs of transducer rows on the SeaMARC I1 bathymetric sidescan sonar system. This estimator works on the full complex digital sequence recorded from each array.
The estimation was evaluated with data recorded at sea and its performance was compared to that of a uniform mean method and to the histogram method currently used in the system. To determine the bias and the vuriunce of the estimator, a reference differential phase sequence was obtained by complex stacking and averaging several contiguous pings recorded over a flat seafloor region. The new estimator was shown to be more efficient, i.e., with less bias and smaller variance, than the uniform mean estimator. The results are also superior to those obtained via the histogram method, because they do not suffer from ambiguities caused by dispersed phase values yielding different phase angles for common arrival times or different arrival times for a given phase angle. Ambiguities resulting from multiple targets at the same angle by different ranges, or at the same range but different angles cannot be resolved by any of these methods.
The resolution of the system was determined by an evaluation figure called "estimation uncertainty." An analytical modeling and computer simulation of the system was also presented and all the real data processing results were evaluated in the simulation. Simulation results confirmed that the estimation uncertainty decreases with decreasing signal bandwidth.
